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Abstract—Since the early 70’s, the hypothesis of the “Uncanny
Valley”proposed by Masahiro Mori has represented an obstacle
in using humanoid robots because of their low degree of
similarity with human beings due to technological limits. This
hypothesis states that as the appearance of a robot becomes
increasingly human, the perception of familiarity in a human ob-
server becomes more and more positive and empathic. However
there is a point where the extreme realism produces a sudden
drop of positive feelings while raises a repulsive perception.
Recently, rapid advances in robotics technology have allowed
researchers to develop robots with a high degree of similarity
and believability. At the same time, researchers have directed
their attention on studying human-robot interactions in order
to better understand the social dynamics between humans and
robots.

Our research is focused on emulating non-verbal communica-
tions between human beings and robots using facial expressions,
micro facial movements and prosody. A goal of this research is
to develop systems for helping people with social disabilities and
difficulties in interpreting emotional correlates. In this work, we
present the development of a platform for controlling in real-time
a humanoid robot able to perform realistic facial expressions.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

NOwadays researchers in the field of robotics, computer
science and cognitive psychology are working to make

“social robots”part of everyday human life. The development
of social and interactive capabilities in these human-like
robots is a challenging issue in human-robot interaction and
social robot design.

For over thirty years, the Uncanny Valley hypothesis [1],
has influenced humanoids design and development. Initially
the state of the art in robotics and engineer did not allow to
reach a high realism in developing humanoid robots. Slight
imperfections of the appearance entailed a lower familiarity
of the robot which raised a repulsive perception on the human
observers. Recently, especially with rapid advances in technol-
ogy, materials and control, more and more human robots have
become reality overcoming the drop of the Uncanny Valley
[2]. David Hanson and his colleagues [3] demonstrated that
realistic robots can be appealing to human subjects provided
that these robots attain certain aesthetic clues since people
get more sensible in front of high levels of realism. For many
years, Hiroshi Ishiguro has been working on making robots
as similar as possible to human beings both for appearance
and behavior in order to explore the human nature [4].

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this context, our attention is focused on making our
robot more and more attractive and social providing it of

aesthetic refinements and human-like behaviors to be able to
emotionally engage people in social interactions.

A. FACE

FACE (Facial Automaton for Conveying Emotions) is a
humanoid robot which consists of a passive articulated body
equipped with a believable facial display system. Since the
first prototype, FACE has undergone various embodiments [5],
[6]. The actual head of the robot is an artificial skull covered
by a porous silicone elastomer called FrubberTM. Thanks to
the mechanical properties of FrubberTM, the skin can be easily
modeled and stretched by servo motors allowing FACE to
perform realistic facial expressions (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. (A) FACE and the mapping between servo motors positions and
Action Units of FACS. Since there is not a 1:1 correspondence, an AU can
be represented by more than one servo motor. (B) The six basicexpressions
performed by FACE.

The actuation system is controlled by 32 servo motors
which are integrated inside the skull and the upper torso.
Servo motor positions reflect the major facial muscles and
follow the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) developed
by Ekman and Friesen in 1976 [7]. Nowadays the FACS is
a standard for describing visible facial muscle movements
through Action Units (AUs), the unit of measurement used
for defining observable independent movement of the face.
There is not always a 1:1 correspondence between AUs and
muscle movements since one muscle can correspond to more
than one AUs. Therefore a facial expression or a generic facial
movement is the combination of 32 AUs as many as the
number of servo motors (Fig. 1).



B. The emotional model

A widely-accepted emotional theory proposes that affective
experiences can be defined by two independent dimensions:
valencewhich ranges from a positive to negative feeling, and
arousalwhich ranges from a calming or soothing to exciting
or agitating state [8]. Starting from the six basic emotions, i.e.
happiness, sadness, anger, fear, disgust and amazement, which
were considered as ’universally accepted’ by Paul Ekman [9],
we developed an Emotional Cartesian Space (ECS) based on
the valence-arousal model (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The ECS used for creating new blended expressions (red images)
starting from the six basic expressions (blue images). All expressions (red
and blue points) can be selected through the corresponding coordinates (V,A).

Each expressions is defined by 32 AUs, whose values are
relative to the corresponding servo motor position, and a
couple of coordinates(v,a)which identify the expression in the
ECS. Using an interpolation algorithm of the MatlabTM library
which takes the six FACS-based expressions in input, we
obtained a three-dimensional matrix composed of 32 planes,
each of them representing the space of the possible positions
for the corresponding AU. The system of coordinates range
from -1 to 1 with a step of 0.1 both for valence and arousal
dimension. Therefore, with 21x21 possible combinations, the
ECS provides a wide range of expressions. Moreover, the in-
put set of expressions used by the interpolation algorithm can
be extended with new expressions for refining and itemizing
the ECS (Fig. 2).

The ECS provides an easy way to select expressions only
through valence and arousal values without taking care of the
technical aspects of the robot or the configuration process of
the servo motors.

C. The animation engine

The actuation system is controlled by a software library
developed on the base of the Subsumption Architecture of
Rodney Brooks [10]. The Subsumption Architecture is fo-
cused around the idea of removing centralized control struc-
tures for building robot control systems with increasing levels

of competence. Each layer is responsible for producing one
or few behaviors and all layers only presuppose the existence
of the lower layers. The core of the library is the animation
layer which is responsible for blending requests. Each request
that comes from the upper modules is inserted in a priority
tail based on its due time. The tail accepts two types of
request, called Motion Task and Interpolator Task. A Motion
Task is any movement concerning one or more AUs up to a
complete configuration composed of 32 AUs. A Motion Task
is defined by the expiring time, the duration of the motion
and the number of steps in which the task will be divided.
The animation engine removes all expired Motion Task and
for each of them calculates the movement to be performed
at each step which is stored in a dedicated data structure.
If the Motion Task is not completed, it is reschedule in the
priority tail. Differently, the Interpolator Task is an internal
task and is used to resolve possible conflicts by blending
all the motion steps, calculated and stored by the animation
engine up to now, to produce a unique configuration of 32
AUs. The Interpolator Task is defined by the expiring time
and after its execution it is reschedule automatically intothe
priority tail by the animation engine with an expired time of
40ms.

III. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Realistic behavior is a crucial aspect for believable face-to-
face human-robot interactions and needs to be well matched
to human attitude for meeting the expectations of human
observers. At present, the FACE’s behavior is a ’semi-closed
loop’ which means that the robot is only able to express
emotional states and track people faces. A future step, which
is already under development, concerns to develop the robot
behavior as a ’closed-loop’ process. This means to give FACE
the capability to recognize facial expressions of its interlocu-
tors and use these acquired information to react like human
beings using algorithms based on specific psychological and
behavioral theories.
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